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How do we create a hybrid workplace 
where we all can thrive?

This is the question that 55 business people from across the world
sat down and discussed on May 18th and 19th 2021. They opened
their computer and logged on to an online dialogue platform and
together created actionable insights. Insights which you can use to
create the best hybrid workplace for you, your employees and
colleagues, now and in the future.
 
The focus of the dialogues were on the personal experiences of
hybrid work: what the participants have learned and what they have
come to expect of the new work environment.

Hybrid work

We use the term "hybrid work" to describe a workplace with
employees who have the opportunity to work either in the office or
remotely. 

" IF DONE WELL [HYBRID
WORK IS] AN OVERALL

IMPROVEMENT IN
QUALITY OF LIFE"

PARTICIPANT

Introduction
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Hybrid is here to stay1.
The advantages far outweigh the disadvantages of hybrid work.
Participants are enthusiastic about a hybrid future and no one is
looking over their shoulder wishing to go back to the way things
were. The new reality has become the new normal.

There is an increased need for organisations to understand what
motivates and matters to the individual employee on a personal as
well as a professional level. From an organisational point of view,
it is no longer just about compensation and professional
capabilities. It is about helping the individual employee self-
manage and thrive in a hybrid workplace. The organisation of
tomorrow is designed by the demands of the employees rather
than around the organisation´s desire for efficiency.

3. In with self management and coaching,
    out with controlling hierarchies

Key Findings 

2. It´s personal
What matters to the participants is their personal freedom,
flexibility and quality of life. They are motivated by the ability to
control where they work, when they work and how they work.
They want the opportunity to balance private and business life in a
manner that suits their personal preferences and situation. We
see a significant shift of power from organisations to employees
which means organisations of the future must adapt to the wants
of their employees and focus on their wellbeing and quality of life. 

"LET THE NEW
NORMAL BE

NORMAL"
 

PARTICIPANT
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Based on the data collected in the two online dialogues on 18th and 19th
May, 2021, the following 9 themes have been extracted as significant and
important to the participants in order to create a hybrid workplace where
we all can thrive. 

The advantages of hybrid work significantly outweigh the disadvantages.
For the participants, the most important is having control over location,
time and work, closely followed by organising work much more flexibly
and adapted tools and processes. The way to enable these aspects of
hybrid work requires a cultural shift, a new take on leadership and a
strong ability to self manage. 
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Graph 1: The votes of support for statements concerning each specific theme.

What Matters Most
Outcomes

Themes 
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Hybrid is here to stay 
There are far more advantages than disadvantages
working in a hybrid workplace, according to the
participants, and there is no turning back the clock. 
The participants want tomorrow to be different, and they
are focused on optimising the current way of working,
both at the office and remotely, rather than looking back
and starting from the pre-pandemic way of working.  
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The overwhelming advantage that participants agree on is the
improved work/life balance. There is a shift in focus towards quality of
life, rather than work.

The reduced time spent commuting matters greatly to participants, as it
gives them time to spend with their families as well as personal
activities and exercise thereby increasing their mental and physical
health. At the same time, less time on the road means that the
participants are active contributors to a green and sustainable way of
work and life, which also contributes positively
to their quality of life. 

" [THE] IDEAL [ IS]  A
BALANCE BETWEEN

WORK & LIFE THAT IS
FLEXIBLE THROUGHOUT
DAYS, MONTHS, YEARS,

PERIODS OF MY LIFE"
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 Advantages1.
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WHAT MATTERS
Advantages of hybrid work
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There are two important disadvantages when doing hybrid work. What
concerns the participants, is the ability to concentrate and to work
efficiently due to unclear work schedules. When to start and when to
stop working because "you are always at the office". It is about the
capacity to organise, rather than working remotely or from home. 
Another disadvantage is the risk of boredom when working from home
because there is less spontaneous social interaction with colleagues. It
is boring.  

2. Disadvantages
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Unclear work schedule 

It´s boring 

With kids it can be heavy 

Graph 3: There are 497 votes of support on the advantages of hybrid work, while
there are only 79 total votes of support on the disadvantages.

Graph 4: The votes of support for statements concerning the disadvantages of hybrid work.
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BEING IN THE SAME
ENVIRONMENT SOMETIMES
GETS BORING. ONE DAY AT

THE OFFICE, EVEN WHEN
NO ONE IS THERE, IS AN

ADVENTURE
 

PARTICIPANT

WHAT MATTERS
Disadvantages of hybrid work
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It´s personal 

Control over location, time and work
Adapted tools and processes
Remodelled work spaces
Organising work much more flexibly

There are four main topics behind the participants´
enthusiastic view of a hybrid workplace:  

There has been a shift of power in favour of the
employees. For the participants the transition to hybrid
work is all about the personal. They want freedom,
flexibility and quality of life and they see hybrid work as
a means to achieve this. The organisation must be ready
to adapt, support and give the employees the tools to
thrive.
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1.Control over 
location, time 
and work 
The participants want tomorrow to be even more flexible than today and
there is no going back to the office full-time. That reality has been forgotten
and replaced by a future where flexibility is the key. Being in control over
where you work and when you work is what matters in the new hybrid
workplace.

The ability to choose the best place to work for the demands of the day,
whether at home, at the office or at a remote location inside or outside, is
important. The hybrid work place is an opportunity for the participants to
create a more sustainable work/life balance and do tasks and assignments
on their own terms and schedule.

 A WORKPLACE THAT SUPPORTS
ME IN THE WAY [ . . . ] I  FEEL THAT I
WORK BETTER AND THAT GIVES

ME FLEXIBILITY TO WORK
WHEREVER I  WANT TO AND ALSO

GIVES ME THE FLEXIBILITY TO
CHOOSE MY OWN HOURS.

 
PARTICIPANT

Graph 5: The votes of support for statements concerning control over location, time & work in hybrid work.
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WHAT MATTERS
Control over location, time & work



Hybrid work has caused a shift in the way we work and created a demand
for new basic requirements: great communication tools and an IT
infrastructure. The basic IT and communication infrastructure will have to
adapt to hybrid work in order to fully support hybrid employees and
organisations. Employees must be able to work  seamlessly without great
efforts or glitches in connectivity. There is a shift from standard tools and
modes of working, to individual solutions which will have to be adaptable
to each individual employee´s need.
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Adequate communication tools & IT 

More self-determination 

Shorter working week 

Learn, adapt & experiment 

Beyond local reach 

2. Adapted tools and processes

Graph 6: The votes of support for statements concerning adapted tools and processes in hybrid work.
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WHAT MATTERS
Adapted tools and processes

MY ADVICE [ IS]  FOCUS ON A
REALLY FLAWLESS

INFRASTRUCTURE (IT AND
OFFICE SPACES) AND CLEAR

WORKING RULES, SO
EVERYONE CAN USE THE MAX

OF THE NEW MODEL
 

PARTICIPANT

MY ADVICE: YOU CAN'T
GET ALL RIGHT FROM
THE BEGINNING, KEEP

ON ITERATING
 

PARTICIPANT



3. Remodelled work spaces

There is a significant shift in the role of the
office. Participants invision the future office as
a place to collaborate, coordinate and
brainstorm with colleagues. As well as a place
to socialise, learn from and support each other. 

FUTURE WORKPLACE AS
COLLABORATION HUB
THAT ENABLES AND

SUPPORTS WORKING
TOGETHER AND MEETING

EACH OTHER
 

PARTICIPANT

 
[ . . . ]  WE WERE THINKING
ABOUT EXTENDING OUR

HOME, MAYBE WE WOULD
MAKE DIFFERENT CHOICES
NOW TO CREATE A BETTER

PLACE TO WORK
 

PARTICIPANT
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Graph 7: The votes of support for statements concerning remodelled work spaces in hybrid work.

WHAT MATTERS
Remodelled work spaces
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Work has also moved into our homes to the
extent that participants envision remodelling
their home. In the future, the private home
includes  separate safe spaces where
employees can work efficiently and
uninterrupted.

Finally, access to green outdoor work spaces
has become a key component for work/life
balance.



4. Organising work
much more flexibly 

MAKE A VERY DELIBERATE
PLAN ON HOW TO
UNDERSTAND THE

EXPERIENCES OF THE
ENTIRE ORGANIZATION AND

NOT JUST THE MANAGERS
 

PARTICIPANT

Graph 8: The votes of support for statements concerning organising work much more flexibly.

WHAT MATTERS
Organising work much more flexibly
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Organising work much more flexibly in order to accomodate the
employees´individual needs and preferences is important for participants.
They expect organisations to be much more attentive to the needs,
motivations and abilities of each individual employee. The organisation
will have to continually ask for input and create  feedback loops with
employees to make sure everyone is heard and policies can be
individualised and differentiated.

Organisations will also have to organise work to include time and space
for sociale interaction. Participants working remotely miss the planned as
well as un-planned interactions between colleagues, the jokes and
laughter by the coffee machine. Hybrid organisations need to find new
ways to foster social interactions between their employees.



In with self
management and
coaching, out with
controlling
hierarchies

Culture
Leadership
Self management

Achieving a hybrid workplace where all can thrive, is 
 about more than physical changes in office structure
and communication technologies, it is also about shifts
in: 

These are the three main enablers for a successful
hybrid workplace.
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Cultural shift1.
Trust. It is all about trust!

Without trust the hybrid workplace is not able to
function. Organisations must trust their
employees 200 per cent in order for the
advantages of hybrid work to become a reality. 

Organisations and the way they work will
change because the relationship between the
organisation and its employees have changed
which requires a significant shift in values to
support this trust-based way of working. 

GIVE YOUR EMPLOYEES
FLEXIBILITY AND TRUST
AND THEY WILL PAY IT

BACK
 

PARTICIPANT
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Graph 9: The votes of support for statements concerning a culture shift in hybrid work.

WHAT MATTERS
Cultural shift

 MY ADVICE,  TRUST
YOUR EMPLOYEES

200%
 

PARTICIPANT
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2. New leadership 
The hopes for the future are high, and so are
the need for new leadership. 

In hybrid work, the role of the leader will be
to ensure that employees are thriving. 
 Leadership will be about encouraging and
supporting employees to becomming  self-
sufficient and to help them acheive their
individual ambitions and work/life balance.

WE HAVE TO MAKE
LEADERSHIP MORE "ONE TO

ONE", AND ALWAYS IN
CONNECTION WITH EACH

MEMBER OF THE TEAM
(COMPASSIVE LEADERSHIP)

 
PARTICIPANT

A BIG FOCUS FROM
LEADERSHIP OF HOW THEIR
EMPLOYEES ARE DOING – I
EXPECT JOB SATISFACTION

AND WELLBEING TO BECOME
MUCH MORE INFLUENTIAL IN

THE FUTURE
 

PARTICIPANT
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WHAT MATTERS
New leadership

Graph 10: The votes of support for statements concerning new leadership in hybrid work. 15 of 21

Participants agree that leadership in the
hybrid workplace should be focussed on
coaching, celebrating, nurturing and
stimulating the individual's needs,
competences, potentials  and desires,
rather than being task and result oriented. 



3. Stronger self management
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16 of 21Graph 11: The votes of support for statements concerning stronger self management in hybrid work.

WHAT MATTERS
Stronger self management

TAKE CARE OF MYSELF
FIRST, IF I  AM WELL IN
MY HEAD AND BODY I

CAN THRIVE IN MY
WORK

 
PARTICIPANT

The participants realise they need to be
much more self managing and disciplined in
their work/life. They recognise that these
changes require a high portion of self care in
order to thrive in hybrid work. Self care is
about taking regular breaks away from the
screen. screen. Actively planning and structuring the work week so everyone can
plan accordingly. Dedicating time to focus solely on work with no
interruptions from mails, virtual meetings or social media. No back to back
meetings. Taking a lunch break outside and doing regular physical
exercise to clear your head. 

Organisations must at the same time live up to their responsibilities and
create great workspaces to allow for coordination, collaboration and
learning. They must recognise and develop new skills and competencies in

their employees and support them in
 becoming the best self managers

  they can be, to ensure their
well-being and

quality of life.



The future 
Two fundamental shifts in the way we
think about work

A shift in the way work/life balance is understood and prioritised in
favor of quality of life.

A shift in the balance of power between organisations and their
employees in favor of the employees.

Going through all the results, we see two fundamental shifts that we
believe will significantly alter the way we think about work in the
future:

The next big question is: 

How can organisations and leaders navigate the new normal and
create thriving organisations that meet employees demands? 

Are you up for the challenge?
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Syntheron is an online dialogue platform which places participants
into overlapping small virtual groups to allow the anonymous sharing
and evaluation of ideas in writing. The process involves a real-time
moderated conversation, in this case two 45 minutes sessions on
18th and 19th of May 2021. 

In the conversations participants make statements and these are
marked by others in terms of level of agreement or disagreement.
Strongly supported ideas move on to be evaluated by more
participants. The result is qualitative insights in a quantitative scale.
You get a picture of where participants agree and disagree, where
there are tension areas, statistics about the levels of agreement and
a transcript of the discussions which can be analysed in depth. 

Methodology
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The participants who provided their personal insights
and opinions on the hybrid work place in this report
were completely anonymous.

However, we did ask them to describe their current
professional role and how they have been working for
the past year in order to provide a background from
which the findings should be understood. 

Participants´ profile

What best describe your current professional role?

How have you been working this past year? 
4 %7 %

53 %

36 %

1) People manager       2) Individual contributor         3) Self employed        4) other
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1) From home

2) Mostly from my home but occasionally from the office
3) Mostly from the office but occasionally from my home

4) From the office



If you want the full data from the online conversations or a personal walk-
through of the report, we would be more than happy to have a virtual cup of
coffee with you. Also, if you have questions about the Synthetron platform
and our methodology, do not hesitate to reach out.

Want to know more?

Sign up for the next
reflection moment now!
Managing a thriving hybrid organisation 

In our next collaborative conversation, we will discuss what it takes for
organisations to thrive as a hybrid workplace. How to manage effectively,
create team spirit, foster creativity and cross-team collaboration. 

Join and help us create actionable insights that you can use to create the
best hybrid workplace, now and in the future.
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Sign up here:

https://synthetron.com/reflection-moment-2/



Share your reflections with us! 
We would love to hear your reflections and thoughts reading this.
If you have ideas, comments, questions or suggestions for future
reflection moments, please reach out to us, at:

sara@insight-ment.dk

We can not wait to hear from you!
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